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ABSTRACT

Nowadays people believe and enjoy more what they see rather than what they 
read and hear, thus the current generations tend to enjoy and learn faster when 
they watch. The technology has become such an inspiration and easy way in term 
of teaching. The art is divided to many directions and each direction has its own 
fans, the art earlier started with drawing on walls and bodies, then painting and 
statues. Nowadays, art developed and enhanced from walls’ and bodies’ drawing 
to drawing but using computer. This type of art is called visual art, and anima-
tion considered kind of visual art as well. The animation industry began less than 
150 years ago, but it has grown to become an absolute behemoth in the world of 
cinema.   This research will introduce the Middle East arts through 2D anima-
tion. It is very common to deliver message using animation, but it rare to deliver 
a culture through the animation. The story of the animation will be based on real 
scenario, which will be performed on the stage. The point of the 2D animation 
besides showing our culture is to rise up the confident of the person and faith in-
side of everybody. The scenario has been chosen for this study as a motivation for 
them. The background of the animation will show an old Arabic decoration, and 
the theme song plays during the performance is an Arabic song too. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Animation overview 
Each century has its own art, talents exist in every century, culture and civiliza-

tion, art is necessary and essential component. I cannot write any a full history of 
any culture or era without including the history of its art. Talented artist consid-
ered kind of self-expression but in indirect way [2]. Through the art human can 
express opinions, feelings and cultures. In some old societies the human identity 
known through expressive art forms like: tattoos, dancing and Totem. Arts have 
many types like:  Fine Art includes: drawing, painting, sculpture and printmaking. 
It also has the visual arts, which is the theater, cinema and animation. In addition, 
Performing arts which are music, dance, opera and others arts which based on 
a human performance. The study will elaborate about one of the greatest types 
or art, animation is beautiful art has been practiced lately. Animation is showing 
series images to generate illusion movement; the images can be hand drawn, com-
puter drawn or 3D pictures. 

The study will introduce 2D animation with other types, and each will be full 
explained. The research will adopt 2D animation with combination of Middle 
East culture arts, which will be divided into two parts, the Performing arts, and 
the visual arts. Lately, Middle East Animation has a trend, and many Middle East 
Animations have been published for example Om Khimas Series,
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It is the most famous 3D animation as shown in Figure (1-1). The 2D animation 
took a place and was a point of interest when Masamir was shown on YouTube 
and how brilliant is the producer. Masamir have many viewers and 

Figure 1: Middle East 3D Animation

Many fans that supported the 2D animation. The animations carries different 
positive messages in each episode, the society cares about the messages they carry 
and motivated by it Figure (1-2). The study will examine the 2D animation; the 
outcomes of the study will be based on previous studies and books. 

Figure 2: 2D Animation
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1.1.1 Story Treatment
A dark curtain fell over the space and there are empty crystal balls spreads 

everywhere. The velvet darkness seems terrifying. There is a Girl comes with 
yellowish glowing body, Her light starts to light up the space and goes to fill the 
crystal balls. She walks and then she moves her hands with smile on her face, the 
crystal balls follow her. The girl starts to dance and the crystal balls also move 
around her. She finishes her dance, and she sets. She takes one of the balls and 
looks at it. While she looks at ball, there is man with bluish glowing and trans-
parent body. He comes toward her; He stretches his hand to her with smile on his 
face. She looks at him with surprise face. Her cheeks become red, the chaos in her 
chest, her eyes betray her. She looks at the ball then, she looks at him again. It›s 
all over. He can tell. He still stretches his hand to her, and then the girl stretches 
her hand to him with trembling body. She stands up and starts to dance with him, 
subsequently, all the crystal balls follow them while they dance. When he comes 
close to her, his bluish body starts glowing more. The space starts to light up with 
the yellow and the blue lights which their lights, while they dance, the girl looks 
the crystal balls who follow them. If they still fill with yellow light or not, then 
she continues the dance. She feels that the crystal balls do not follow her, so she 
looks at them through bluish transparent man›s body. Everything is blue; she is 
shocking and stops the dance, she leaves the space without looking back, while 
she leaves all lights follow her even the man›s light. The man disappears; the 
crystal balls fall and become empty, everything becomes dark again. After that, all 
people on the earth are shock and the start asking where is the sun, it still morning
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1.1.2 Mood and tones:
The audio of the story will be from an old Eastern poetry from the Andalu-

sian heritage in the Tenth century AD called (LMA BADA YTATHANA, بدا
ن) Lamma Bada yatathanna is a very old and well known Andalusian Mu-
washah. Muwashah is type songs have their roots in Middle east and North Africa, 
but where developed in Al-Andals.  The song is typical ‹ghazel› poetry which is 
romantic poetry that recounts the beauties of the beloved one. «When she starts 
to move, her beauty fascinates us. The movements are like a tree branch lean-
ing”.  Its melody is attributed to Sheikh Muhammed ‘Abd al-Rahim al-Maslub 
and composed to the nahawand maqam, a sub-maqam of the ushshaq maqam. In 
addition, Alshaikh-Mohammed Abdualraheem he is the first one who showed the 
poetry in the Egyptian singing area. The audio will be music by using some of the 
musical instruments Oud and drum. 

The music will play from the beginning to the end of the film, it will include 
some sound effects, and also the story doesn›t have dialogue. The scenes will have 
low-key light, the colors that will be use, baby blue, blue, yellow and white. The 
colors will be shiny a little bit related to the main character. Most of the scenes 
will take place in the space, and one of the scenes will take place in the earth. The 
backgrounds will be inspired from the Eastern and Muslim decorations. The back-
ground will match the Middle East background to present the Muslim decoration 
to other races and get the attention of audience. The background decoration is an 
old Islamic decoration that we still use up to this day; the Islamic decoration is 
shown in the Figure (1-2). 

Figure 3: Muslim Decoration
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1.2 History of Animation
Animated Films are ones in which individual drawings, paintings, or illustra-

tions are photographed frame by frame (stop-frame cinematography). Usually, 
each frame differs slightly from the one preceding it, giving the illusion of move-
ment when frames are projected in rapid succession at 24 frames per second. The 
earliest cinema animation was composed of frame-by-frame, hand-drawn images. 
When combined with movement, the illustrator›s two-dimensional static art came 
across alive and created pure and imaginative cinematic images - animals and 
other inanimate objects could become evil villains or heroes. [4]

 

4: Figure shows different animations in different years
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1.2.1 Timeline of 2D Animation
• 1600 – 1877 ANIMATION BEFORE FILM

With the spread of the Industrial Revolution in Europe and North America in 
the 18th and 19th centuries came experimentation with machines that would 
make images appear to move. 

• In 1603 MAGIC LANTERN
The Magic Lantern is an image projector using pictures on sheets of glass. 
Since some sheets contain moving parts, it is considered the first example of 
projected animation.

• In 1824 THAUMATROPE
The Thaumatrope housed a rotating mechanism with a different picture on 
each side. When rotated, you saw a combined picture (A.K.A persistence of 
vision).

• In 1831 PHENAKITOSCOPE
The Phenakitoscope featured spinning disks reflected in mirrors that made it 
seem like the pictures were moving.

• In 1834 ZOETROPE
The zoetrope was a hollow drum that housed images on long interchangeable 
trips that spin and made the images appear to move.

• In 1868 Flip-Book
It is a book with a series of pictures that vary gradually from one page to the 
next, so that when the pages are turned rapidly, the pictures appear to animate 
by simulating motion or some other change.
In 1877 MOVIEOLA/PRAXINOSCOPE
The praxinoscope expanded on the zoetrope, using multiple wheels to rotate 
images. It is considered to have shown the first prototypes of the animated 
cartoon.

• In 1900-1930 THE SILENT ERA
The early 20th century marks the beginning of theatrical showings of car-
toons, especially in the United States and France. Many animators form stu-
dios, with Bray Studios in New York proving the most successful of this 
era. Bray helped launch the careers of the cartoonists that created Mighty 
Mouse, and Woody Woodpecker. For example, 1906 HUMOROUS PHASES 
OF FUNNY FACES marks the first entirely animated film, using stop-motion 
photography to create action. 
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• 1908 FANTASMAGORIE
It is the first animated film using hand-drawn animation, and is considered by 
film historians to be the first animated cartoon.

• Between 1930-1950s THE GOLDEN AGE OF AMERICAN ANIMATION
During what many consider to be the “Golden Age” of animation, theatrical 
cartoons became an integral part of popular culture. These years are defined 
by the rise of Walt Disney (Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, and Silly Sympho-
nies), Warner Brothers, MGM, and Fleischer (Betty Boop, Popeye).

• Between 1960-1980s THE AMERICAN TELEVISION ERA
The animation industry began to adapt to the fact that television continued 
its rise as the entertainment medium of choice for American families. Studios 
created many cartoons for TV, using a “limited animation” style. By the mid 
‘80s, with help from cable channels such as The Disney Channel and Nickel-
odeon, cartoons were ubiquitous on TV, for example in1960 FLINT STONES

• Between 1980 – 2014 MODERN AMERICAN ERA
The CGI (computer generated imagery) revolutionized animation. A prin-
cipal difference of CGI animation compared to traditional animation is that 
drawing is replaced by 3D modeling, almost like a virtual version of stop-
motion. A form of animation that combines the two and uses 2D computer 
drawing can be considered computer aided animation. [4]

• In 1984 THE ADVENTURES OF ANDRE & WALLY B
This short film was the first fully CGI-animated film, created by The Graph-
ics Group, the precursor to Pixar.
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1.3 Rationale and justification:
The capstone project will introduce the Middle East arts and 2D animation to 

the rest of the world. The idea is to make them familiar and promote our culture 
to the outsiders. The drawings are more appealing to serve my culture, because 
my culture has a very beautiful decorations and ornament. The 2D hand-drawn 
animation is one of life’s passions where remind everyone when they were kids. 
It was not only a cartoon, but it was more than a cartoon, the 2D animation is 
inspiring us from an artistic point of view. The drawing and colorful power we 
can feel for the quality of the classic hand crafted image, frame by frame. Person-
ally, I found these 2D animations appealing and magical. Throughout nature we 
find a cavalcade of energetic counterparts: Light/Dark, Male/Female, Increase/
Decrease, etc., and the moon takes her place in the balance as the counter part 
to the sun. The sun and the moon have symbols in many cultures. The moon is a 
feminine symbol, universally representing the rhythm of time as it embodies the 
cycle. The phases of the moon symbolize immortality and eternity, enlightenment 
or the dark side of Nature herself. It might reflect inner knowledge, or the phases 
of man›s condition on earth, since it controls the tides, the rains, the waters, and 
the seasons. It is the middle ground between the light of the sun and the darkness 
of night, and thus often represents the realm between the conscious and the un-
conscious. The sun has been a symbol of power, growth, health, passion and the 
cycle of life in many cultures and religions throughout time. Some believe it is a 
representation of the higher self. For example, In Egyptian culture, a winged sun 
disc symbol stood for protection. The Egyptians also worshiped the sun god Ra. 
In this animation, the protagonist represents the sun and antagonist represents the 
moon. In every culture the moon symbols to the female, and the sun symbols to 
the male. But in this animation will be the opposite because I think the female the 
one who deserve to be the sun, because the moonlight is the reflection of sun’s 
light. Unlike the sun, it burns itself to keep us warm. The sun is the nucleus of the 
universe. The sun is our kind mother who keeps us around her next to our sisters 
(planets). Although it far, but still we can feel of it. It gives what our body needs, 
even though it is sometimes harsh. Everyone has sun in her or his life.

1.4 Research Importance:
The study will present a new level on Middle East culture animation. The idea 

is interesting, as the story itself expresses the inner struggle which felt by every-
one. The animation will give the chance to the viewers to have a look the Middle 
East culture animation. Delivering the idea of culture through animation will be 
an inspiration to viewers. It is easier to make audience attract to Middle East cul-
ture through seeing animation, than reading it, or hearing it.
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1.5 Research Objectives:
• To represent the Middle East Culture through performing arts and 2D animation.
• To inspire humanity to have the faith inside of them, and appreciate everyone 
around them. 

1.6 Problem Statement
I have been such a huge fan of animation since I was child. Animation used to 

move people emotionally and it still does, sending a message through animation 
can be heard more than saying it with your own voice. Animation can be a moti-
vation for those who need to be motivated and can be an inspiration as well. Ap-
parently nowadays’ generation full with emotional and underestimation, the study 
will give a wakeup call to these types of people. The animation eventually will 
be performed to show the difference when you are appreciated or when you are 
unappreciated. The study helps the readers not to underestimate themselves, and 
to raise the confident on the other hand. The way of delivering the Middle East 
culture through an animation, showing how we dance, our songs, and the dress 
code for our dancers for those who do not have a clue about Middle East style. 
The research could be an inspiration for other races to learn about Middle East 
culture and get involved in our lifestyle.
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CHAPTER 2: PRE PRODUCTION

2.1 Script 

ALJUNNAH

By:Hajer Bogshan Sara Khattab

Hajer Bogshan

Animation Fiction

Hajer Bogshan Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, Effat
University
Email/ hmbogshan@effat.edu.sa
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EXT.SPACE.BEFORE THE SUNRISE

A dark curtain fell over the space and there are empty
crystal balls spread everywhere. The velvet darkness seems
terrifying.

There is a girl calls SANAA comes with yellowish glowing
body. Her light starts to light up the space and goes to
fill the crystal balls.

She walks and moves her hands with smile on her face, the
crystal balls follow her.

Sanaa starts to dance and the crystal balls also move around
her. She finishes her dance, and she sets.

She takes one of the ball and looks at it.

While she looks at ball, there is man calls BADER with
bluish glowing and transparent body. He comes to her.

He stretches his hand to her with smile on his face.

She looks at him with surprise face. Her cheeks become
red.Her face expression shows that she has crush of him.

She looks at the ball then, she looks at him again.It’s all
over. He can tell. He still stretches his hand to her.

The girl stretches her hand to him with trembling body.

She stands up and starts to dance with him. all the crystal
balls follow them while they dance.

When he comes close to her his bluish body becomes glowing
more.

The space starts to light up with the yellow and the blue
lights which their lights.

While they dance, the girl looks the crystal balls who
follow them. If they still fill with yellow light or not.
Then she continues the dance.

She sees that the crystal balls do not follow her, so she
looks at them through bluish transparent man’s body.
Everything is blue.

She is shocking and stops the dance.

She leaves the space without looking back.

While she leaves all lights follow her even the man’s light.
The man disappears.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: 2.

The crystals balls falls and become empty.

Everything becomes dark again.

CUT TO

EXT.FARM.MORNING

A farmer calls ABBAS is on the earth is working in the farm
suddenly everything become dark.

the farmer looks at the sky and around himself in a shock
way searching for the sun.

CUT TO: BLACK
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2.2 Characters
2.2.1 Numbers
Numbers of characters:

There are three characters in this animation. Two main characters, which are 
Sana (َسنا�) and Bader (َبْدر), and one support character is Abbasا�ٌس َعَب.

Type of characters:
 In this Animation, will be mix of two categories of character design which are 

Iconic and Simple. The Iconic character: Is extremely simple, almost graphic. 
Very stylized but not very expressive. Usually the eyes are orbs, without pupils of 
any kind for instance: the earliest versions of Mickey Mouse. 

Figure 5
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The Simple character: is usually very stylized, but more expressive in facial 
features than iconic characters are. This style is often used on TV and on the Web. 
For example, Dexter’s Laboratory.

F igure 6
According to Disney animator Tom Bancroft these two styles are considered 

of six main categories of character design who refers to the levels of simplicity, 
or realism, that you create for your individual characters, based largely upon each 
character’s role and function in the story.
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2.2.2 Character Development
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2.2.3 Character Design
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2.2.4 Character Sheet
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2.2.5 Character Profile
Character Profile Worksheet #1
Basic Statistics 

Name: Sana (َسنا�)
Age:  4.6 billion years
Nationality: she does not have nationality.
Hometown: Space
Current Residence: Space
Income: she does not have.
Talents/Skills: lights up everything. 
Birth order: the elder sister
Siblings (describe relationship): She is the one who gathering sisters and brothers 
around her. She is the nucleus of the universe. 
Greatest fear: Becomes useless, and no one needs her lights.
Greatest Strength: her lights who gives vitamin D, hope of new beginning, and 
lights up the darkness. Also, provide warmth to our body.
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Character Profile Worksheet #2
Basic Statistics 
Name: Bader (َبْدر)
Age:  4.53 billion years
Nationality: He does not have nationality.
Hometown: Space
Current Residence: Space
Income: he does not have.
Talents/Skills: shiny body. 
Birth order: the third child
Siblings (describe relationship): he is the one who depends on his family. 
Greatest fear: losing the sun, because he derives everything from her even his 
lights.
Greatest Strength: his gravitational influence who helps our planet. Also, his influ-
ence the oceans› tides.
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Character Profile Worksheet #3
Basic Statistics 
Name: Abbas (ا�ٌس (َعبَّ
Age:  73 years old
Nationality: from Middle East.
Occupation: farmer.
Hometown: village
Current Residence: village.
Income: very little income.
Talents/Skills: agriculture. 
Birth order: the second child.
Siblings (describe relationship): he is the one who spends on his family, and sup-
ports them. 
Greatest fear: losing his job.
Greatest Strength: his activity and his movement.
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2.3 Background design

Space

Figure 8

Figure 7
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Figure 9

Figure 10
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2.3.1  Background Development
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2.4 Storyboard
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2.5 Case Study
The scene to be presented was inspired from different animation movies, as 

each movie has its own privilege. The song of the sea animation presented a glow-
ing character, which encouraged me to put the spot light on the main characters 
and make them glow and shine as shown in Figure A. The background of the song 
of the sea has a good decorations and matched colors, the decoration fits to my 
animation to be used. The idea of highlighting the character and make it glow, 
is to differentiate between the main characters and other sub characters. Gravity 
animation decoration was simple with perfect lights and plain colors as shown in 
Figure B. Simple with creativity make the story phenomenal; matching the lights 
with the decoration give a beautiful view to the audiences. The last animation was 
selected thought of you motivated me to follow up with the movements as shown 
in Figure C. The character movements need to be flexible and magnificent to blow 
the audiences’ away with killer movements performed by the characters. All in 
all the selected animation movies encouraged me to gather the ideas together and 
make the 2D animation brilliant and outstanding.
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Figure 11: The glowing character in song of the sea

Figure 12: The simple background of the gravity animation
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Figure 13: the Flexible movements of thought of you
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CHAPTER 3: PRODUCTION
3.1 Shooting:

In this project we did record a video and filmed to use Rotoscoping style to en-
hance the video and make it more realistic, as Rotoscoping can magically amaze 
the outcome of the Imaging process. The Film contains a lot of dancing moves 
and less dialog scene, thus the rotoscoping helped a lot since it smoothen the 
moves and makes perfectly likeable. Rotoscoping is rotating a sequence of frames 
and images to distinguish the superimpose one to be created. The shooting took a 
day to be completed, even though we did practice few days before the shooting to 
ease to producing and save the time, yet it was hard and took time to be covered. 

Figure 14: Random shot during the shooting
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3.2 Steps Arrangement:
Shooting the film, working on the edit applications and manual edit, and actors 

practicing, all of that is somehow mess up the good work. Thus, we had to draft 
down all of the work from the start till the end. As the table in (Figure16) shows 
each task was done in this project, how long each task took to be completed, who 
voluntarily helped to complete the covering and rotoscoping, and it shows as well 
the start and end of each task during the whole trimester. Arranging the work in a 
table and schedule each on specific time to make it work smoothly with less stress 
and amazing outcome as shown in (Figure15).  The files helped us as a backup 
to double check each step, which step has been done and which still needs to be 
done. 

Figure 15: Timetable

Figure 16
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A Backup the data to help us recall all the work has been done and the steps has 
been accomplished. It helps to monitor the shots, videos, and Actors work which 
is saved in each file as shown in (Figure16).

3.3 Rotoscoping:
 The Adobe photoshop was used in order to proceed using the rotoscoping 

style. In this Film there are three main characters in the Film to be recognized and 
many shots were taken for each character. The glowing character Sana had 17 
shots taken, while 11 shots for Badr, and 4 shots for Abbas. The shots and Roto-
scoping took me up to three months to be completed and achieved. This part has 
been divided into steps in order to be accomplished, each step has its difficulty to 
be completed. The files must be all saved in different files, each file has different 
layer. The video contains of two main characters, the boy and the girl each has its 
own layer to be completed and colored.

Figure 17

The layer decides the length of the video based on how many layers, as it is 
different from one video to another. The completion of the shots take a long time 
to be achieved, the 15 seconds shot can take three weeks to one month to be 
achieved which shows how hard it is and how much time it takes to be completed. 
It took me up to two days to complete this task as we faced some difficulties when 
we started doing the layers and arranging it, the brush size 1, basic brush and the 
mode was normal. 
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3.4 Coloring:
Coloring part was such a hard task, thus I had to arrange the files in order to 

be easy for those helpers to recognize each file and do the coloring perfectly. As 
shown in (Figure18) the colors were arrange and chosen to find the exact colors 
needed for the project

Figure 18

As shown in (Figure 19) the selected colors are arranged beside the empty pic-
tures which needs to be filled with the colors. 

Figure 19
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However, matching the color to the background with characters is such a good 
point of attraction to audience, thus before choosing any color, We will test the 
color and check if it matches the background, character, and the whole image. 
The colors have been selected and ready to test and it will be easier to choose the 
needed color. 

The (figure22) shows the after work, once the color selected for each part of 
the image, background, character dress, hair, and other parts. The picture clearly 
shows the easy use of this idea to affluence the work and makes it attract the 
viewer. The picture in (Figure20) shows the picture after coloring it and how the 
character goes from no color in (Figure 19) to be filled with colors in (Figure20). 

Figure 20
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The pictures as shown in (Figure 21) all of it have been done and the coloring 
was done to each picture, either by me or the volunteers who helped.

Figure 21
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3.5 Composition:
The background designed for the film was ready to be set for the film since the 

previous trimester. The Adobe after effects suits the animation background using 
pen tool animating the crystal balls to glow the lights of the character. The Adobe 
after effects helped a lot for the glowing parts and made it more interesting to be 
watched. Exporting the video was such a difficult task to be done, many times the 
application restart itself or takes a very long time to be exported in high quality as 
shown in (Figure23)

 
Figure 22
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3.6 Summary:
As a summary, the work has been divided into steps, each step has its own diffi-

culty. Thus, to ease the work by arranging it in a time able to arrange the work and 
make it organized to catch each step and monitor the work. The data were saved 
and a backup was made to each file to ensure and double check each steps if it was 
performed or was not. The coloring step was arranged according to each picture 
the suitable colors were selected, selecting the color to each image and matching 
the colors can sum up the work in perfect and amazing result. The colors were 
chosen and arrange to make the work simple for the volunteers. The composition 
step is to choose a background to animate the character and make it glow to attract 
the attention of the viewers. 
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CHAPTER 4: POST PRODUCTION
4.1 Director Statement:

The film motivates a lot to those who see less in themselves, Sana shows how 
glowing she was and she did not notice, and when she was in the dark field she 
saw everything was acting up with lights. The glowing girl was wondering where 
the lights came from, and when she left the place the lights were gone too. The 
glowing girl was the source of the lights in that area, yet she did not have trust in 
herself to know she was the cause of light. However, the story was inspired from 
(thought of you), where the computer sees the reflection of the candle on the desk 
front of it and thinks that the candle is the only reason why the room is full of 
lights. The computer has lights as well and side-by-side to the candle both light 
the room. Therefore always believe in yourself and motivate yourself, do not lose 
hope and think others can be better than you. You might be yourself a source of 
whatever you think you are missing; yet you do not see it in yourself. The Arabic 
Music and style was chosen due uniqueness, it is rare to find cultural music and 
theme in films. Therefore We have chosen the Arabic music and themes to make 
it more exclusive and expose our Arabic style. 

4.2 Editing:
Modifying the film is the hardest task we faced during the project, to ensure the 

perfect result of the video we must as well clarify the steps were accomplished 
correctly. Adobe Premiere was used to arrange the footage, which has been taken. 
Then follow the storyboard animatic to proceed and confirm each step was per-
formed well. The first draft had some issues, which is the last two shots were 
somehow not match to be followed one after the other which shows the jumpcut 
for those two pictures, thus we had to exchange those to pictures to make it more 
continuous and match more. As (Figure 23) shows the storyboard of the pictures 
and how it is arranged from the first picture was shot to the last one.
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Figure 23

Figure 24
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4.3 Music:
The background melody and music is an important to the video as every other 

music. However, Arabic Music was selected to run along with the video to make it 
unique and interesting. It is not familiar to run a cultural song with the video. Thus 
we selected a song calls “ Mwashah Lama Bada Yatathna”, it is a cultural song 
which was covered again to play it along with my film to produce a perfect foot-
age with amazing music. The music itself was matching the movie perfectly, thus 
we decided to remove sound effect since the music amazingly suited the video.
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4.4 Film Poster 
The movie poster was chosen based on the main character of the story, which is 

Sana.  As Figure 25) shows how glowing the girl is in the dark space.

Figure 25: Film Poster
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4.5 Production Stills 

Figure 27

Figure 26
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Figure 29

Figure 28
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Figure 31

Figure 30 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
In a nutshell, AL-JOANA is a film recorded to inspire every person who has less 

confidence and fear the outer world. The process of producing such a movie takes 
a very long time to be processed. The challenge was real to complete every task 
and produce a very high quality Film. The glowing girl sees every thing around 
her lighting and she gets surprised and thinks she is a dark spot in a glowing area. 
The glowing girl leaves the area and the light leaves with her, though she did not 
know she was the source of every single light was in that area. Faith is the main 
topic of this Film, having faith and trust in yourself can turn things upside down, 
show you things you did not notice before. Thus, you must believe in yourself and 
have belief in decision you make. The Rotoscoping style ease the work for us as 
there were many dance moves, therefore we applied the Rotoscoping style due to 
less dialog and more moves. Somehow, there were many difficulties to process 
each step of producing this film and we gladly did overcome all of these issues. 
The time was another issue to add on, thus, some volunteers helped me in the col-
oring part after the colors were selected to be used.
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